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Introduction
Photo Supreme is a “Digital Asset Management” tool. Photo Supreme makes it possible to
manage your image files by categorizing them.
To help ease the intensive cataloging process, Photo Supreme offers Artificial Intelligence
features. These features help you catalog the images based on an evaluation of the photo
content and suggesting matching labels, objects, faces, or landmarks. To do so, Photo
Supreme interacts with the Google Vision Platform.
Google Vision is part of Google Cloud Platform. For you to use Google Vision features in
Photo Supreme, it’s required to setup your own personal Google API key, which Photo
Supreme then uses to call Google Vision’s AI features. Google Vision is not free to use, but it
comes with a monthly free bundle to make it cost free for average home use. For more
information about pricing details, you can check this page:
https://cloud.google.com/vision/pricing.
Google Vision analyzes the content of the image and comes up with suggestions for either
Labels, Object, Landmarks or Faces. It does that using industry leading technologies. When
you ask Photo Supreme to do these AI tasks, then Photo Supreme will send a small version
(480px) of your image to Google Vision asking it to analyze the content and perform its
magic.
Photo Supreme caches Google Vision results to prevent unnecessary API calls or optional API
costs.

Prepare
To use Google Vision, you must sign up for a Google API key and configure your API key to
use Google Vision and, in the case of not using the English Photo Supreme version, also
Google Translate. Please read through the QuickStart to Setup the Google API in Photo
Supreme:
https://manualsu.idimager.com/version6/QuickStart-SetupGoogleAPI.pdf

AI Labeling
Photo Supreme offers several ways to assign Catalog Labels to your images. Catalog Labels
are like post-it notes that you stick to images. These labels then make it easier for you to
control and unleash your Catalog.
Assigning Catalog Labels to your images is one of the most time-consuming processes. With
Google Vision you can jump start your cataloging process by letting Artificial Intelligence (AI)
suggest labels for you.
To start with AI Labeling, first select your image and then open the Label Assignment Panel
by clicking Labels from the Command Bar below the thumbnails.
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The Label Assignment Panel (LAP) opens at the right side of the screen. In this screenshot,
there are no pre-existing Catalog Labels assigned to this image.

There, click the “Detect Labels” button. Once clicked, Google Vision is asked to analyze the
image and come up with the suggested labels.
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AI Labeling comes up with suggestions: Ball, Beach volleyball, fun, Net, Net sports, Play,
Sports, Team sport, and Volleyball. Pretty accurate. Notice that Ball and fun are green,
meaning that Photo Supreme has already assigned these Catalog Labels to this image. That is
because Photo Supreme recognized that Ball and Fun are already part of my “regular”
catalog structure and so already assigned those for me.
In this case, all the suggestions are accurate, and I would like to have these all assigned. To
assign all of them to my image, click the menu button and select Assign all Labels.

If only a few would match but not all then you can of course tick each individual box to have
it assigned.
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Managing AI Labels
After detecting labels with Google Vision, Photo Supreme maintains a list of the determined
AI Catalog Labels. It does that in the Catalog Structure in its own top-level Category named
“AI Labels”.

The AI Labels Category is a Private Category, meaning that the Catalog Labels in this category
will never convert to keywords in the image metadata. If you would like to use one of these
labels in your standard Categories, then drag such label to your own Categories. For
instance, I could drag Sports to the “Styles” category. Then when the label is detected for
future images, it will also be automatically assigned.

AI Object Recognition
Object recognition is a computer vision technique for identifying objects in images or videos.
When humans look at a photograph or watch a video, we can readily spot people, objects,
scenes, and visual details 1. With Google Vision, you can use this technology for your images.
1

https://www.mathworks.com/solutions/image-video-processing/object-recognition.html
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To do Object Recognition, you open the image and then select AI Recognize Objects from
the Areas menu.

Here is what Google Vision came up with:

As you can see, it detected the areas with objects and identified these objects: Several
flowers, a plant, an insect, and a bee. These identified objects are automatically created in
the Objects Category of my Catalog Structure. And of course, they are assigned to the image.
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AI Landmark Detection
A defined in the Cambridge Dictionary:
A landmark is a building or place that is easily recognized, esp. one that you can use to judge
where you are.
A landmark is also a building or other structure that is considered especially important as an
example of its type.
With Google Vision, you can use this technology for your images.
To do Landmark Recognition, you open the image and then select AI Recognize Landmark
from the Areas menu.

As you can see, it detected the landmark and identified it as “Das Pier”. This identified
Landmark is automatically created in the Objects Category of my Catalog Structure. And of
course, this label is also assigned to the image.
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